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Don’t Get Confused 
It was a bad week this week. Besides the many attacks here in Israel, the new world 

order has brought the world infinitely closer to doom and destruction. Each day we can 

see how the world is moving closer and closer to an all out war. Even though most 

people can’t figure out how in the world we got to such a position. It’s definitely like a 

Hollywood movie with a bad script a bad director and bad actors. But with all these 

negative qualities, the world is still moving towards the most catastrophic war that ever 

was or that ever will be, but it’s no surprise for those who know the Nevuas that 

Hakodosh Boruch Hu sent through His Prophets to Am Yisroel. So, we Am Yisroel, should 

take the courage and realize that this is all from Shomayim to help us gain eternity. 

Don’t be afraid. Just come close to Hashem and He will protect you. Don’t put your trust 

in human beings, only in Hashem and you will survive. Don’t listen to the false prophets 

and prepare yourself quickly because time is ending. I only hope and pray that every 

single Yiddishe Neshoma will understand what I am saying and change his or her 

direction from the Gashmius to the Ruchnius which means total loyalty to Hakodosh 

Boruch Hu and the strongest desire only to do His will. Don’t get confused by false 

prophets even if they look very Frum. If they claim or if they try to say that there is an 

easier and more Gashmius way to survive all of this, or if they say, “Don’t worry. It’s not 

true, we are all real Tzaddikim. We will survive this all without making our commitment 

to Hakodosh Boruch Hu.” If you believe them and go with what seems the easy, way 

your suffering will be immeasurable.  

If you have a Jewish Neshoma, even though you go off the Derech still Hashem will 

force you to go the right way and survive. He will not give up on one truly Jewish 

Neshoma. Again I beg you take the true road which is trust in Hashem and the Ratzon to 

only do His will as opposed to the seemingly easy Derech of the false prophets and the 

false gods. 

Chanukah is almost finished, so I beg you take the lessons of Chanukah to heart. We are 

a very small nation, and it’s a huge miracle that we have survived up to this day. We 

survived and we will, Be’ezras Hashem, continue to survive when most of the world and 

most of its inhabitants will not survive. 

                                                                                  A Freilichen Chanukah and A Gut Shabbos 


